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cerca in libriplus biblioteca universitaria lugano - sono ricercabili solo i libri altre tipologie di documenti sono ricercabili con gli strumenti presenti nella sezione ricerca del menu principale, sage reference the sage encyclopedia of qualitative - sage video bringing teaching learning and research to life sage books the ultimate social sciences digital library sage, comparative historical research wikipedia - comparative historical research is a method of social science that examines historical events in order to create explanations that are valid beyond a particular time, old articles of teun a van dijk discourse in society - homepage of teun a van dijk professor universitat pompeu fabra barcelona critical discourse analysis, glan house 4 star bed and breakfast in pembrokeshire home - welcome to glan house bed and breakfast we are a family run b b in dinas pembrokeshire a few miles from the to the port town of fishguard experience rooms, dr will davies goldsmiths university of london - will davies is a political economist with interests in neoliberalism history of economics and economic sociology, anthony elliott home page university of south australia - professional home page for professor anthony elliott dean ext engmt exec dir hawke eu jean monnet centre of excellence network education arts and social, prof dr ann rigney humanities utrecht university - profile ann rigney ba hons ma hons university college dublin phd university of toronto holds the chair of comparative literature at the university of utrecht, understandingprejudice org reading room sexism - has thousands of links on racism sexism and other prejudices with searchable databases and fascinating interactive exercises very well done, international journal of communication - please access previous ijoc volumes here the international journal of communication is an online multi media academic journal that adheres to the highest standards, case study research foundations and methodological - element description the case object of the case study identified as the entity of interest or unit of analysis program individual group social situation, beyond the story itself narrative inquiry and - beyond the story itself narrative inquiry and autoethnography in intercultural research in higher education, european studies prof dr eva heidbreder - eva heidbreder ist professorin f r politikwissenschaft mit schwerpunkt regieren im europ ischen mehrebenensystem an der otto von guericke universit t in